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ASF: cases in wild boar in Germany

No cases in domestic pigs!

Start of outbreak until now (17.06.2021) Since last SCoPAFF report in April until now

Brandenburg
1.058 127

Saxony
253 121

Total
1.311 248



ASF-cases in wild boar and part I and II zones as

of June 11 - 2021



current enlargement of the part II zone in Brandenburg

 confluence of core zone Frankfurt/ Oder and

Märkisch-Oderland (no. 4) as agreed with COM

 measures:

 intensive and laminary search for carcasses

 preliminary demarcation of the affected area with electronic 

fences/ hoardings

 timely replacement of the electronic fences by solid fences after 

determination of the size of the affected area

 no need for enlargement of part I 

part II
part I



restriction zones in Saxony
 measures:

 repeated and laminary search for carcasses supported by drones, trained dog teams (368 

wild boar found dead (hereof 221 ASF-positive (ca. 60,1%))

 intensive efforts for removal of wild boar analog to Brandenburg (570 wild boars removed, 

hereof 30 ASF-positive (ca. 5,3%)

 ASF-testing in wild boar killed in car accidents: 1 of 56 ASF-positive (1,8%)

 use of traps with controlled triggering (30 traps in use since April 2021), activation dependent on 

expected hunting success, use only by trained hunters, 14 wild boar removed so far (ca. 2,6% of the

total removals)  

 enlargement of the restriction zones due to recent cases (14-6-2021) is in 

preparation (to south and western direction, > 10 km each) 

 according to advice of EUVET experts the enlargement will be more

extensive than before for prcautionary reasons

 concrete scenario for the enlarged restriction zone



Fencing activities
Brandenburg:
- finalization of replacement of the

inner fence of the enlarged „white
zone“ (electronic to solid fence) in 
LK Märkisch-Oderland/ Frankfurt/ 
Oder  by June 1st

- demarcation of the outer solid fence
of the „white zone“ almost
completed

- (fencing of the „white zone“ in LK 
Spree-Neisse (LSN), Oder-Spree 
(LOS) and Dahme-Spreewald (LDS) 
was already finished in March)

Saxony:
- fencing with solid fences finalized in 

the critical areas
- due to vegetation period no new

electronic fencing so far



Increased hunting activities in Brandenburg – trapping

for wild boar

Pictures: Land Brandenburg
Pictures: Land Brandenburg

f. e. in the „white zone“ LSN/ LOS/ LDS from February 1 
to June 14 removal of 829 wild boar via trapping and
single hunt in the „white zone“ and the core zones



ASF: CSF/ASF Database results in wild boar

Districts of the country considered
free from ASF:

Districts of the country with parts being
affected since September 10, 2020:

N° wild boar 
found dead

% PCR positive % seropositive

1.474 72,18 3.51

N° wild boar 
hunted

% PCR positive % seropositive

7.186 0,96 0

N° wild boar 
found dead

% PCR 
positive

% seropositive

2.114 0 0

N° wild boar 
hunted

% PCR 
positive

% seropositive

73.099 0 0



Thank you for your attention!
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